Candidate Brief

Chief Executive Officer
Adelaide Oval SMA Ltd.

Who we are
Adelaide Oval is one of Australia’s most recognisable and prestigious
venues. Its prominent location as the centrepiece of the Adelaide
CBD’s revitalised riverbank precinct, along with stunning panoramic
views over the city, the Oval’s hallowed turf, St Peter’s Cathedral
and beyond, makes Adelaide Oval an outstanding destination.


The Adelaide Oval Stadium Management Authority (AOSMA) is the
organisation responsible for the management of the redeveloped
Adelaide Oval precinct and is a joint venture between the South
Australian National Football League and the South Australian Cricket
Association. 


The Oval is a world-class, multi-purpose 53-thousand seat stadium.
It is Adelaide’s number one tourism destination attracting over 1.8
million visitors each year and is a significant contributor to the
State’s tourism assets with the award-winning Roof Climb and
Stadium tours as well as the new Oval Hotel.


AOSMA employs approximately 220 permanent staff, plus 1,500
casual employees, making it one of the state’s largest employers  
in the hospitality and tourism sectors. As well as managing a busy
function and event business at Adelaide Oval, AOSMA also
oversees a number of additional venues including Ukaria Cultural
Centre, Monarto Safari Park, Koffee Ink, (A)Lure and the Malt
Shovel Taphouse.


Adelaide Oval’s Vision is to be Australia’s premier venue, internationally
recognised for excellence. It’s Mission, as custodians of Adelaide
Oval, is to deliver for patrons, stakeholders and South Australians,
an exceptional customer experience.
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History
AOSMA was formed in 2009 in negotiation
between SACA, SANFL and the South Australian
State Government to enable the funding of the
redevelopment of Adelaide Oval. Since its
redevelopment in 2014, AOSMA has increased
revenues for SANFL and SACA – thereby improving
their ability to grow cricket and football from
grassroots through to the elite level – while also
realising significant benefits to both the Adelaide
Football Club and the Port Adelaide Football Club.


AOSMA has a turnover of c.$100m (in a non-COVID
year) and employs over 200 FT and over 1500
casual staff. It provides over $300m+ every year in
economic stimulus to South Australia. 


The redevelopment of Adelaide Oval has been an
outstanding success for South Australia. The State
has a multi-purpose venue that is positioning
Adelaide and the State as an international and
national destination for major events and
concerts. There is also the less tangible benefit
such as the sense of State pride in having an
internationally admired, awarded and vibrant
asset as the very beating heart of the city. 
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Chief Executive Officer

Stakeholder management

Reporting into the AOSMA Board Chairman,
the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) will be
responsible for managing and driving
forward all AOSMA strategies & operations
and creating new commercial opportunities.



Key to the success of the CEO is leading the
AOSMA executive team; managing board
and stakeholder relationships; establishing
and monitoring budgets; driving non-event
day revenue through international and
national entertainment events; attracting
major functions and conferences and
managing offsite hospitality ventures; hotels
and tourism experiences. 



AOSMA’s history demonstrates the complex and multi-stakeholder
environment in which it operates. Leadership of AOSMA demands
integrity, commerciality, communication, negotiation, and
compromise across a complex operating structure. 



The CEO will be an innovative and strategic
thinker and possess exceptional leadership
and team building skills. This position will
require a person of unquestioned integrity,
clearly capable of collaborating across a high
profile multi-stakeholder environment.
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With Board reporting for the AOSMA Board, the Commercial  
Operations Board and the Oval Hotel Board, stakeholders include
SACA & SANFL
Adelaide Crows FC & Port Adelaide FC
Cricket Australia and the Big Bash Leagues
Australian Football League & AFLW
State Government, the City of Adelaide & Civic Leaders
Entertainment Partners, Promoters and Venue Hirers
SA Tourism and Events SA
Media
Police, SA Health 


The CEO of AOSMA is a highly public role in South Australia
demanding exceptional communication skills, public relations  
and media skills.
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Responsibilities
Leadership
Oversee the strategy for AOSMA  
and its overall business objectives.
Work closely with the Board and
contribute to the mission and vision
statement and provide leadership
ensuring goal setting alignment
between the stakeholders.
Delivering a best practice serviceoriented culture.
Cultivate a strong and transparent
working relationship with the SACA,
SANFL and SA Government and ensure
open communication about the
measurement of financial, operational
and commercial outcomes against
agreed milestones and goals.
Oversee the administrative and
business activities including finance,
human resources, legal affairs and
Government affairs.


Board Reporting
Experience in developing and
delivering strategic plans for the
AOSMA, Hotel & Commercial
Operations Trust Boards; and across
SACA, SANFL, Port, Crows, CA and AFL.
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Oversee the financial status of the
organisation including developing
long and short range financial plans,
monitoring the budget and ensuring
sound financial controls are in place
Confident in presenting plans and
projections to multiple boards and
internal and external Senior
Leadership Teams.
Leads the implementation of
contemporary governance practices
and systems ensuring compliance.


Stakeholder Management
Demonstrated ability to build
relationships in business, politics,
sports and venues, events, and
hospitality industry.
Ability to navigate and drive
Governmental approval processes.
High levels of political acumen and
diplomacy.
Highly skilled at negotiating and
driving multi-government
cooperation and coordination.
 


Ability to resolve conflict in an
appropriate manner and deal
tactfully with differences of opinion.
Relate to and mix seamlessly with
decision makers in a variety of
environments ranging from
Government, Local Government,
boardroom, media, and players to
patrons.


Commerciality
Lead a culture of entrepreneurship,
creativity and innovation. Drive
revenue generation. Create & develop
new business opportunities.
Passion for sports and entertainment
businesses. Understanding of the
commercial priorities of partners and
fan / member engagement strategies
and marketing.
Well networked and understanding
the commercial priorities of major
promoters.
Lead the event calendar working
closely with AFL and Cricket to identify
new opportunities for AOSMA.
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Responsibilities
Commerciality (continued
Work closely with State Government
and other partners to secure worldclass events. 


Communication
Act as the primary spokesperson  
for the business. Media savvy,
comfortable and experienced  
on camera and public speaking
Ability to communicate up, down,
and across the organisation.
Oversee the marketing and
communications plan.

Demonstrates dedication to meeting
the expectations of customers.
Seeks customer feedback, listens
effectively, provides, and follows
through on solutions.
Accessible to members, stakeholder
partners and lead organisational
culture through actions.
Fostering a culture of continuous
improvement to delivering customer
focussed, world class events.


 

Events and Operations
Ultimate responsibility for planning
Effectively channel and share
and development of both event and
information across stakeholder group
non-event day activities.
and Senior Leadership Team.
Responsive and pro-active in
Manage the operational relationship
communicating across the
between AOSMA, SACA, SANFL, CA,
stakeholder group.
AFL, AFC & PAFC and other Event
Partners and Hirers to ensure that the
Effective written and verbal
Stadium delivers outstanding customer
communication skill.

service to all constituent groups.


Customer Focus (Internal & External)
Develop and oversee offsite
Understanding first class Customer
hospitality ventures, hotels and
Experience and how the modern
tourism experiences.
consumer wants to experience live
Sport, Entertainment and Events.
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Oversee the operational and
commercial performance of Food &
Beverage, which will be delivered inhouse, rather than via a contract
caterer. Ensure products and services
are of world class standard and offering
befits the entire customer base. 




Integrity & Accountability
Seeks to achieve outcomes that are  
in the best interest of AOSMA and all
Partners.
Lead a culture of transparency and
engagement with all Partners.
Ensure event and non-event day
activities are conducted to the highest
possible standard within established
parameters and all activities are
conducted in a safe, coordinated,
integrated and effective manner.
Contributes to the identification of
risks and manages exposures in
relation to risk, liability and safety.
Ultimately lead relationships with
Police and Health & Safety bodies. 
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SRI
SRI is a boutique global executive search and consulting firm,
servicing the rapidly converging industries of media, entertainment,
technology and sport.



We work as one partner-led team with staff based in key global
markets across 11 offices on four continents. We offer dedicated and
specific sector, function and region expertise. Our services include
executive search, board assessment, succession planning, salary
benchmarking, advising clients on their internal and external hiring
strategy, new market entry and multi-vacancy projects.

Please send your CV along with a detailed cover letter to SRI that briefly
details why you feel you would be suitable for this role and includes
details of your current remuneration.
Jonathan Harris 
Partner


Josie Lahey 
Partner


jharris@sriexecutive.com 

T: +61 413 939 993


jlahey@sriexecutive.com 

T: +61 478 803 255


Diversity, equity & inclusion (DEI) is a fundamental priority for SRI. Our philosophy focusses
on embedding inclusive behaviours and processes across every element of our business
practices, internally and in our work with clients and candidates.
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